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ABSTRACT 

The Hebrew inscription on the Meṣad Hashavyahu ostracon (c. 615 BCE) contains a 

complaint of a worker, whose garment was confiscated by an overseer. While the inscription is 

usually considered a “letter” /“extrajudicial petition,” it is difficult to classify its genre because it 

lacks parts typical for a letter or a legal document while having elaborated literary language. I 

compare rhetorical devices in the inscription (parallelism, alliteration, and tropes) with those of 

biblical poetry. Although the inscription does not satisfysome formal criteria of biblical poetry, 

its content and rhetorical devices make it, to some extent, similar to poetic texts.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Identifying characteristics of  Biblical Hebrew poetry which distinguish it from prose 

remains an open and somewhat controversial issue.Since the first studies of poetry in the Hebrew 

Bible by Bishop Robert Lowth
1
, whose work was based on earlier research byAzariah de Rossi

2
, 

it has been recognized that parallelism and meter are the central features of biblical poetry. 

Different types of parallelism have been identified including synonymous, anti-thesis, 

emblematic, synthetic, climactic, and external parallelism. 

While the presence of parallelism in biblical poetry has been widely recognized, the 

issues of meter in Biblical poetry are more controversial. Since at least the 1870s,numerous 

attempts have been made to define the concept ofmeter in the Hebrew Bible. These attempts had 

limited success.  Starting in the 1870s, several scholars suggested thatbiblical poets 

usedaccentual rhythm or meter, which takes into account only the number of accented or toned 

syllables
3
. 

Later studies of Hebrew parallelism and meter were driven, on the one hand, by new 

discoveries in the northwest Semitic epigraphy including the Ugaritic language (1929) and the 

Dead Sea Scrolls (1949). The Ugaritic poetry uses anaphora (the repetition of the first word of a 

                                                           
1
Robert LOWTH, De Sacra PoesiHebraeorumPraelectionesAcademicae, Oxonii, 

TypographeoClarendoniano, 1753, English translation available as Robert Lowth, Lectures on the Sacred 

Poetry of the Hebrews.Translated from the Latin of Robert Lowth by G. Gregory, Boston, J.T. 

Buckingham, 1815. 
2
Adele BERLIN, “Azariah de Rossi on Biblical Poetry”, Prooftexts, 12 (1992), 175-183, p. 175. 

3
 On the Biblical metric system see: Julius LEY, Grundzüge des Rhythmus, des Vers- und Strophenbaues 

in der hebraischenPoesie, Halle 1875; Karl BUDDE, “Das HebräischeKlagelied”, ZAW 2 (1882) 1-52; 

Eduard SIEVERS, StudienzurhebraischenMetrik, Leipzig, B. G. Teubner, 1901. 
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clause)and other types of parallelism quite typical for the oldest Hebrew poetry
4
, while the poetic 

materials of the Dead Sea Scrolls involvesmuch less parallelism. On the other hand, the study of 

Biblical poetry was affected by the development of the Structuralism in linguistics and literary 

analysis, which viewed parallelism at the level of syntax,in line with Roman Jakobson‟s view 

that poetry is the imposition of structured patterns on all levels of language
5
. Similarly, meter 

was also perceived as belonging to the level of syntax with the emphasis on stress within word-

complexes
6
.  

Recently, the metric nature of biblical poetry has been disputed by scholars. Dobbs-

Allsopp insists that biblical poetry is not metrical
7
. While in the past some formal tests have been 

suggested to separate poetry from prose in the Bible
8
, today the distinction between the Biblical 

prose and poetry is often viewed as a continuum, and therefore formal definitions of poetry are 

elusive and misleading. This is in line with the post-structuralism approach, which deemphasizes 

the role of binary oppositions. While the role of parallelism in Hebrew poetry is still generally 

recognized, some scholars, such as James Kugel, argued that parallelism is not the defining 

                                                           
4
Samuel E. LOEWENSTAMM, “The expanded colon in Ugaritic and Hebrew verse,” J. Semitic Studies, 14 

(1969) 176-196, p. 178. 
5
Michael Patrick O‟CONNOR, Hebrew Verse Structure, Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns 1980; Jakobson, 

Roman. 1987. “The Poetry of Grammar and the Grammar of Poetry.” In Language in Literature. K. 

Pomorska and S. Rudy, eds.,pp. 121-144. Cambridge, MA: The Belnap Press of Harvard University. The 

“free rhythm” (verslibre) nature of Hebrew poetry was also investigated by Benjamin Harshav 

(Hrushovski) (B. HARSHAV “On Free Rhythms in Modern Poetry”,in Style in Language, edited by 

Thomas A. Sebeok, 173–90. Cambridge: MIT University Press, 1960; B.HARSHAV “Prosody, Hebrew”,in 

Encyclopaedia Judaica,  13 (1972), 1196–1240). 
6
This approach essentially placed metrics within the domain of Semitic grammar (Jerzy KURYŁOWICZ, 

Studies in Semitic grammar and metrics, Wrocław: Wydawn. PolskiejAkademiiNauk / 

ZakładNarodowyim.Ossolińskich; London: Curzon Press, 1972). 
7
 F. W. DOBBS-ALLSOPP, On Biblical Poetry, New York: Oxford University Press, 2015, pp. 99-102. 

8
  David Noel FREEDMAN, “Pottery, poetry, and prophesy: an essay on Biblical Poetry”, Journal of 

Biblical Literature 96 (1977) 5-26, p. 6 suggested lack of the particles ’et, ’asher, and ha- in poetry as 

such a criterion. More detailed analysis suggests that these “prose particles” constitute about 5% in poetic 

biblical texts and 15% in prosaic texts (Francis I.ANDERSEN and A. Dean FORBES, “‟Prose Particle‟ 

Counts of the Hebrew Bible”, in Carol L.Meyers and M. O'Connor (eds.),The Word of the Lord Shall Go 

Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman in Celebration of His Sixtieth Birthday, Winona Lake, 

IN: Eisenbrauns, 1983 pp. 165–183).Some scholars also consider the waw-consecutive verbal form being 

a marker of a prosaic narrative (Edward L. GREENSTEIN,“Signs of Poetry Past: Literariness in Pre-

Biblical Hebrew Literature,” In Strength to Strength. Essays in Appreciation of Shae J. D. Cohen, ed. by 

Michael L. Satlow Brown Judaic Studies, Providence, RI, 2018, 5-25, p. 17; Tania NOTARIUS, The Verb 

in Archaic Biblical Poetry: A Discursive, Typological, and Historical Investigation of the Tense System, 

SStLL 68 Leiden: Brill, 2013).  Niccacci showed many examples of the waw-consecutive in poetic texts 

and argued that the verb in poetry should function the same as in prose (AlvieroNICCACCI, “The Biblical 

Hebrew Verbal System in Poetry” in Steven E. Fassberg and Avi Hurvitz, eds., Biblical Hebrew in Its 

Northwest Semitic Setting: Typological and Historical Perspectives, Winona Lake, IN,Eisenbrauns, 2006, 

246-268).  
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feature of Biblical poetry
9
. Many Biblical poems have little or no parallelism, while prosaic 

material uses parallelism as well.  

Besides the parallelism and possible metric structure, sound structures such as alliteration 

and assonanceare found in Biblical poetry, as well as tropes such asmetaphor, paronomasia, and 

onomatopoeia. 

Historically, poetry already emerges in the oldest parts of the Hebrew Bible, with the 

Song of Deborah (traditionally dated by most scholars to the 12
th

 century BCE) being one of the 

most famous examples. Poetryalso appears in the post-exilic books such as the Lamentations. 

According to Dobbs-Allsopp, the Iron IIB (and specifically the late ninth or early eighth through 

the seventh and into sixth centuries BCE) is the periodwhen poetic materials from the Bible 

started being gathered and written down. The ink on plaster West Semitic inscriptions of the 

same period from KuntilletAjrud and Deir „Alla from c. 800-750 BCE tend to be in poetic 

register as opposed to the workday register of other West Semitic inscriptions
10

.  

Despite all these developments, there is practically no extra-Biblical evidence of ancient 

Hebrew Poetry. Epigraphic Hebrew texts are viewed as prosaic. In the present work I willtry to 

interpret a well-known Hebrew epigraphic text of the last quarter of the seventh century BCE, 

the MeṣadHashavyahu ostracon, as a possible example of poetry or at least examine its 

relationship to biblical literary texts.    

 

2. THE MESAD HASHAVYAHU INSCRIPTION 

 The ostracon with Hebrew inscription from the MeṣadHashavyahu castle (near Yavneh-

Yam on the Mediterranean coast of Israel) is one of the most remarkable monuments of 

epigraphic Hebrew. The ostracon was discovered in 1960 during the excavations led by Joseph 

Naveh. The small castle existed at the border of Judea and Philistia at the time when this region 

became subject of the territorial claims of the Pharaoh WahibrePsametik I (ruled 664-610 BCE) 

of the 26
th

 Dynasty of Egypt. The authentic name of the castle is unknown.  The name 

Hashavyahu appears in two inscriptions from the site, hence the 

toponymMeṣadHashavyahu(“Hashavyahu‟s castle”) for the site.  

The clay ostracon has an inscription in Hebrew made by the old Hebrew script. The 

inscription is a plea or complaint, possibly an extrajudicial petition to the governor of the castle 

from a worker, whose garment was confiscated by an overseer, presumably, as a punishment for 

his poor work. Based on the provenance, the inscription is dated by the 610-620 BCE, i.e., by the 

time of the Judean King Josiah, a religious reformer who purified Biblical Judaism from 

elements of paganism.     

                                                           
9
 James L. KUGEL, The Idea of Biblical Poetry: Parallelism and Its History, New Haven, Yale University 

Press, 1981) 
10

F. W. DOBBS-ALLSOPP,On Biblical Poetry, p. 316. 
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Significant literature has been devoted to this inscription including publications by J. 

Naveh
11

, who discovered the monument and by a number of other authors
12

. Most scholars agree 

that the author was not a slave or a serf, but that he served a labor burden, which is mentioned in 

the Bible. It is believed that the complainant appeals to the Biblical law “If thou at all take thy 

neighbour's garment to pledge, thou shalt restore it unto him by that the sun goeth down; for that 

is his only covering, it is his garment for his skin; wherein shall he sleep?” (Ex 22:25-26, cf. 

Deut. 24:13).  

Scholars debate the circumstances of writing the complaint noting its perfect Biblical 

Hebrew language and style along with the firm and clear script in the era when literacy was not 

common or universal. Some scholars believe that the complaint was composed by a professional 

scribe who based it on the words of the worker. According to this version, the complaint was a 

brief note of the circumstances, which should have been told by the complainant during a 

personal audience with a nobleman (the governor).   

Several publications discuss the genre of the inscription, which is often viewed as a 

“letter”
13

. Dobbs-Allsopp compares it with other known Hebrew letters and finds striking 

                                                           
11

 J. NAVEH, “A Hebrew Letter from the Seventh Century B.C.,” Israel Exploration Journal, 10 (1960) 

129-139 and J. NAVEH, “More Hebrew Inscriptions from MesadHashavyahu”, Israel Exploration 

Journal. 12 (1962) 27-32. 
12

 S. YEIVIN, “The Judicial Petition from MezadHashavyahu”, Bibliotheca Orientalis 19 (1962) 3-10; F. 

M. CROSS, Jr., “Epigraphic Notes on Hebrew Documents of the Eighth-Sixth Centuries B.C. 2. The 

Murabbacat Papyrus and the Letter Found Near Yavneh-Yam”, Bulletin of the American Schools of 

Oriental Research 165 (1962) 34; J. D. AMUSIN and M. L. HELTZER, “The Inscription from 

MesadHashayahu: Complaint of a Reaper of the Seventh Century B.C.” Israel Exploration Journal, 14 

(1964) 148-157 [Translation of the Russian original И. Д. АМУСИНиМ. Л. ГЕЛЬЦЕР.Надпись из Мецад-

Хашавяху  (жалоба жнеца VII века до н. э.) // Вестник Древней Истории, 1963, вып. 3, cc. 118-125]; 

S.TALMON, “The New Hebrew Letter from the Seventh Century B.C. in Historical Perspective”,Bulletin 

of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 176 (1964) 29-38;W. F. ALBRIGHT, “Palestinian 

Inscriptions: A Letter from the Time of Josiah”, in Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old 

Testament (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), 568; A. LEMAIRE, “L'ostracon de 

MesadIHashavyahu (Yavneh-Yam) replacédans son context”,Semitica, 21 (1971) 57-79.; D. PARDEE, 

“The Judicial Plea from MesadHashavyahu (Yavneh-Yam): A New Philological Study”, MAARAV 1 

(1978) 33-66; D. PARDEE, “A Brief Note on the MesadHashavyahu Ostracon”, Bulletin of the American 

Schools of Oriental Research, 239 (1980) 47-48; J. HOFTIJZER, “A Grammatical Note on the Yavne-Yam 

Ostracon”, in J. W. van Henten et al., eds., Tradition and Re-Interpretation in Jewish and Early Christian 

Literature: Essays in Honor of Jürgen C.H. Lebram (Leiden, 1986), 1–6.; Sh. AHITUV, Handbook of 

Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions; from the Period of the First Commonwealth and the Beginning of the 

Second Commonwealth (Hebrew, Philistine, Edomite, Moabite, Ammonite and the Bil„am Inscription) 

(Jerusalem, 1992), 98–99 and the photograph on 97 [in Hebrew].; F. W. DOBBS-ALLSOPP, “The Genre of 

the MeṣadḤashavyahu Ostracon,” Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 295 (1994) 49-

55; S. B. PARKER, Studies in Scripture and Inscriptions. Comparative Studies on Narratives in Northwest 

Semitic Inscriptions and the Hebrew Bible (New York: Oxford, 1997), 16 and 147 n. 12; A. F. RAYNEY, 

“Syntax and Rhetorical Analysis in the Hashavyahu Ostracon,” JANES 27 (2000) 75-79. 
13

J. NAVEH, “A Hebrew Letter”, 129; F. M. CROSS, “Epigraphic Notes”, 34; S.TALMON, “The New 

Hebrew Letter”, p. 29; see also specific discussions of Hebrew letters in J. C. L. GIBSON, Textbook of 

Syrian Semitic Inscriptions. I. Hebrew and Moabite Inscriptions, Oxford: Clarendon, 1971; D. PARDEE, 

Handbook of Ancient Hebrew Letters. Sources for Biblical Study, 15. Chico, CA: Scholars, 1982. 
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differences both in its form (e.g., lack of greeting formulas, address, and other formal elements) 

and its remarkable judicial content. He notes that the text is also different from known Hebrew, 

Aramaic, and West Semitic legal documents, such as contracts (the absence of a date and of the 

identification of the parties and witnesses). Dobbs-Allsopp rejects Pardee‟s designation of the 

inscription as “a judicial plea in epistolary form or a letter of petition” and concurs with R. 

Westbrook in identifying the ostracon as a “plea of gzl,” an extrajudicial petition addressed to a 

king or his subordinates in cases of abuse of power involving wrongful taking of property. 

Suggested parallels include the poor man‟s lamb story (2 Sam 12:1-14) and a complaint of a wise 

woman from Tekoa„ to king David(2 Sam 14)
14

. 

It is noted also that the wordשבתshabbatis mentioned in the inscription, which may serve 

the earliest extra-Biblical confirmation of observance of Sabbath in pre-exile Judea. It is 

interesting that Israeli scholars including Naveh, who discovered the inscription, and Yeyvin 

were inclined to interpret the word שבת as an infinitive “rest”shebet (literally “sitting”)
15

, while 

American scholars Cross and Albright, as well as Soviet Jewish historians Amusin and Heltzer 

preferred the reading shabbat (“Sabbath”)
16

. 

One can ask whether the text is indeed a legal document. The inscription is characterized 

by elaborated literary language and style. Is it possible that a poor worker hired a professional 

scribe or priest to compose a relatively minor complaint? Wouldn‟t it be easier to discuss the 

matter orally? Why was the case presented both from the side of the narrator (using third-person 

verbal forms and pronounces) and from the side of the hero (using first-person grammatical 

forms)? Why does the text lack any signs of loyalty to a powerful and influential addressee 

nobleman, recognition of his power? In the Ancient Middle East, every appeal to a high officer 

or authority typically included a long and flattering list of epithets. Finally, what explains the 

high style of this document, apparently unprecedented in the Ancient orient? 

Some scholars believe that the style of the complaint is explained by the fact that the 

corpus of Biblical texts served as the main source of inspiration and imitation for scribes. 

However, this viewpoint explains little. Suppose you decide to write a grievance in a poetic 

language and style. Your grievance will become a literature phenomenon, a pamphlet, while its 

bureaucratic or legal function will becomesecondary or insignificant. Such a text is written with 

the objective to be read as a piece of fine literature and not in order to return the garment. 

Therefore, it should be treated as a literature phenomenon.  

Most scholars who studied the ostracon viewed it as a legal document. I want to interpret 

it as if it was a literature phenomenon.  I will present a literary translation using most of the time 

readings by A. F. Rayney, which, in my opinion, haveclarified a number of previously obscure 

points. Thus, following Rayney, I translate the verb כל as “measured‟ and not as “finished,” and 

the word כימם as “as always” and not as “in those days,”
17

 which better reflects the essence of the 

situation: a worker, as always, measured the harvest, and thus he does not deserve a punishment 

for his low work productivity).    

                                                           
14

F. W. DOBBS-ALLSOPP, “The Genre”, p. 49. 
15

J. NAVEH, “A Hebrew Letter”, 122; S. Yeivin, “The Judicial Petition”, p. 5.  
16

F. M. CROSS, “Epigraphic Notes”, 34; W. F. ALBRIGHT, “Palestinian Inscriptions”, p. 568; J. D. 

AMUSIN and M. L. HELTZER, “The Inscription”, p. 150. 
17

A. F. RAYNEY, “Syntax and Rhetorical Analysis”, p. 77-78. 
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Figure 1.The ostracon, the inscription (currently in Israel Museum in Jerusalem, image in public 

domain), and transliteration with modern Hebrew letters. 

I divided the main part of the text, somewhat artificially, into four stanzas, three lines in 

each (Figure 1). There is one exception, in the middle of the second stanza there are two 

additional lines, which represent an emotional peak of the text: “But Hoshayahu son of Shobbay 

came, and he took your servant‟s garment!” 

May my lord, the governor, listen to the word of his servant! 

Your servant, he was harvesting, 

your servant in Ḥaṣar ‟Asam (Granary Yard).  

And he harvested, your servant, and measured, and stored in the granary, as always 

before the Sabbath.  

 

When your servant measured harvest,  

and he stored in the granary as always. 

But Hoshayahu son of Shobbay came, 
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and he took your servant’s garment.  

When I measured my harvest as always, he took your servant‟s garment!  

 

And all of my brothers will answer for me,  

those who harvest with me in the heat of the sun.  

My brothers will answer for me: “Amen!”  

 

I cleared myself of guilt…my garment. 

And surely it is for the governor to re[turn the] garment of [your/his] ser[vant.  

So gran]t him merc[y in that you retu]rn the [garment of ] your [ser]vant, and do not 

confound m[e. . . .]! 

 

3. POSSIBLE POETIC FEATURES OF THE INSCRIPTION 

The inscription clearly does not meet the formal test for early Hebrew poetry based on 

the absence of the article ha-, and particles ’et and ’asher. The particle ’et is used four times in 

the second stanza in two parallel places:kal’etkaṣri(“measured my harvest) andlaqaḩ’etbegged 

(“took the garment”). The article ha- isused in thethird stanza:ha-qqoṣerim(“those who harvest”), 

ha-shshemesh(“the Sun”). The particle ka’asher(“when”) is also employed in the second stanza. 

Moreover, the waw-consecutive verbal construction is also used several times. However, all 

these features are not absolute markers of prose.   

The rhetorical devices used in the text can be characterized as synthetic and climactic 

parallelism as well as anaphora. In each stanza, the first line is a complete sentence: “Your 

servant, [he] was harvesting”… “When your servant measured harvest”… “And all of my 

brothers will answer for me” (the corresponding line of the fourth stanza is damaged, and only 

the word “my garment” can be deciphered). 

The second line clarifies the point of the first line without being a complete sentence: 

“your servant in Ḥaṣar ‟Asam” clarifies “Your servant, [he] was harvesting.” Similarly, “and [he] 

stored in the granary as always” clarifies “When your servant measured harvest,” and “those who 

harvest with me in the heat of the sun” clarifies “And all of my brothers will answer for me”.  

The third line is parallel to the first one, with a minor variation:“And he harvested, your 

servant, and measured, and stored in the granary”… “When I measured my harvest as always”… 

“My brothers will answer for me: Amen!”.Finally, the line summarizes the idea and emphasizes 

it: “as always before the Sabbath”… “he took your servant‟s garment”… “I cleared myself of 

guilt.”  Besides that, the fourth line of the second stanza repeats the second “inserted” line. 
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Figure 2.Schematic presentation of parallelism in the first three stanzas. 

 Almost every word in the text appears more than once.The text is rich in parallelism. In 

the first five lines we have the word ‘abdeka / ‘abdo repeated four times, the word qoṣer / 

wayyiqṣor twice, and the word ’asam twice.  In lines 6 – 9 we again find ‘abdeka three times and 

qoṣer / qoṣritwice, we find again we-’asam. We find twice ka-yamim, in addition to line three. 

The expressions wa-yyiqaḩ ’et beged ‘abdeka and laqaḩ ’et beged ‘abdeka are parallel as well as 

the repeated expression: ’aḩayya‘anu li (“my brothers will answer to me”).     

 The only exceptions are the words  ḩom ha-shshemesh (“the heat of the sun”), shabbat 

(“Sabbath”), ’ashem (“guilt”) and the name Hoshayahu son of Shobbay.However, these words 

involve a strong alliteration: consonant sounds /sh/, /b/, and /m/are repeated.  

This is typical for biblical poetry. For example, in the Book of Debora: “The river Kishon 

swept them away, the age-old river, the river Kishon.” (Jd 5:21), “Blessed above women shall 

Jael be, the wife of Heber the Kenite, above women in the tent shall she be blessed.” (Jd 5:24). In 

the Song of Songs: “By night on my bed I sought him whom my soul loveth; I sought him, but I 

found him not.” (Song 3:1) 

 In these examples we see the three-parts structure (referred to as “tri-colon” or “tricola”) 

with the last part echoing and emphasizing the message of the first part
18

. The same approach is 

used in the MeṣadHashavyahu inscription. The emotional tension peaks in the third part, which 

somewhat repeats the first part. 

 The triple structure “harvested, measured, and stored” seems to be very rhetorical. Listing 

three actions or three objects is typical for various genres of folk literature and it is unrelated to 

the nature of the complaint. 

 The text is written on behalf of the hero using both the first-person (“your servant”) and 

third-person (“his servant”) pronominal suffixes simultaneously, which creates a certain effect of 

polyphony. The direct speech of the hero starts in the second stanza at the point where the poem 

reaches its emotional peak. The third stanza is written on behalf of the hero, and then the 

                                                           
18

 See discussion of the tricolon structure in Hebrew and Ugaritic poetry in S. LOEWENSTAMM, The 

expanded colon, 178.  The same structure in Psalms was studied by Sigmund MOWINCKEL, Real and 

Apparent Tricola in Hebrew Psalm Poetry, Oslo, I Kommision Hos H. Aschehoug& Co, 1957, p 13-34. 
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narrative returns to the narrator‟s speech. This can be compared to the polyphonic structure of 

the Song of Songs, in which the Chorus is singing along with the lyrical heroes.   

 From the grammatical point of view, in the first stanza we see the verbal forms qatal 

(haya, kal, kalti, laqah, naqiti),wayiqtal (wa-yiqsor, wa-yyakal, wa-yyabo, wa-yiqqah), yiqtal 

(yishma‘, ya‘anu), and waqatal (wa’asam). In other words, all four verbal aspects of Biblical 

Hebrew are used, and the waw-consecutive is applied to describe the sequence of actions: “was 

harvesting, … and harvested,… and measured, and stored”.  Such structures are used in both 

prosaic and poetic parts of the Bible.   

 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 According to modern scholars, the opposition between the biblical Hebrew poetry and 

prose is somewhat fluid. However, the MeṣadHashavyahu inscription uses rhetorical devices 

typical for Hebrew poetry, such as parallelism, anaphora, auxesis (climactic parallelism), 

alliteration, polyphonic variations of the narrator‟s and hero‟s speech, elaborated verbal 

aspect/tenses, triple structures for the description of hero‟s actions (“harvested, measured, and 

stored”), and emotionally charged tropes (“all of my brothers who harvest with me in the heat of 

the sun”). All these elaborated rhetorical features suggest that the primary objective of the 

textwas not utilitarian but that its author had in mind also, at least to some extent, a literary or 

ornamental function. Moreover, the lack of parts typical for a legal document, such as the date, 

address, title of the addressee, the name of the complainant is even more striking and further 

separates it from the genre of extrajudicial or another legal complaint.      

 An even more interesting question is about the values reflected in the text. We see here 

strong emotional images, such as “brothers” of the peasant who all work hard in the heat of the 

sun, and they all show solidarity with “their brother” confirming that he is innocent. The 

description of worker‟s activities is almost a praise oflabor: “harvested, measured, and stored.” 

Together with mentioning the Sabbath (the right of rest for a worker) this sounds almost like a 

plea for social justice from the early 20
th

 century, rather than as an attempt to convince an officer 

or a nobleman in the 7
th

 century BCE in Asia, where hard slave laborwas the norm.    

Besides the books of the Biblical corpus, a number of other Hebrew books apparently 

existed. Writing in Israel and Judah attests a constellation of tools for reproducing a standard 

written Hebrew: practice text (abecedary), a letter, a prayer or a hymn (KuntilletAjrud)
19

. There 

are very few examples of epigraphic literary text, but one of them is the Aramaic (although its 

language identification is disputed) “Book of Balaam” from Dir „Alla in Jordan, which mentions 

the Biblical prophet Balaam. The “Book of Righteous” (הישרספר) and “The Book of Lord‟s 

Battles” (ספרמלחמות'ה), presumably poetic texts, which are not extant but are mentioned in the 

Bible. The worker‟s complaint could be a part of a work song or even a song of protest which is 

not extant.   

 Different genres of ancient Hebrew poetry are attested in the Bible. One of them is the 

genre of work songs. Such songs are alluded in the Bible but not recorded (Jd 9:27, Is 16:10; Jer 
                                                           
19

F. W. DOBBS-ALLSOPP,On Biblical Poetry, p. 316; Edward L. GREENSTEIN,“Signs of Poetry Past: 

Literariness in Pre-Biblical Hebrew Literature,” In Strength to Strength. Essays in Appreciation of Shae J. 

D. Cohen, ed. by Michael L. Satlow Brown Judaic Studies, Providence, RI, 2018, 5-25, p. 6. 
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25:30; 48:33). For example: “And gladness and joy are taken away out of the fruitful field; and 

in the vineyards there shall be no singing, neither shall there be shouting; no treader shall tread 

out wine in the presses; I have made the vintage shout to cease.” 

 I conclude that the rhetorical devices used in the MeṣadHashavyahu inscription, as well 

as its content, make it much closer to Biblical literary texts, including poetic ones, than to 

utilitarian legal documents. 


